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Abstract: Consumer participation typically reduces consumer skepticism and leads to a positive
response to corporate social responsibility (CSR) activities. Although many companies are encouraging
consumers to participate in CSR activities, there is still insufficient research on the effectiveness of this
strategy. That is, prior studies do not provide guidelines on the effectiveness of requiring consumers
to participate in CSR activities. We examine the impact of the required participation effort on CSR
participation intention, focusing on the differences in consumers’ perception of a warm glow feeling
and costs according to their construal level. For this study, 107 participants were recruited using
Amazon Mechanical Turk. We tested hypotheses using a 2 (CSR participation effort) × 2 (construal
level) between-subject analysis of variance (ANOVA), planned contrast analysis, and mediation
analysis. The results indicate that for consumers with high construal levels who perceive participation
efforts as warm glow, participation efforts have a positive impact on CSR participation intention.
However, for those with low construal levels who perceive participation efforts as costs, high required
efforts have a negative impact on their participation intention. Finally, we discuss the implications of
these results, discuss the limitations, and suggest future research directions.

Keywords: consumer participation; construal level; warm glow; perceived costs; corporate social
responsibility

1. Introduction

Engaging consumers in marketing activities is an effective strategy to elicit positive responses
from consumers [1,2]. Companies can interact with consumers through their engagement, which can
increase their satisfaction or loyalty [3,4]. For this reason, companies are adopting tactics to induce
consumer engagement in various areas, which they extend to their use of strategies to achieve corporate
sustainability goals, such as corporate social responsibility (CSR) [5,6]. For example, Coca-Cola
encouraged consumers to participate in the “A World Without Waste” campaign, which aims to collect
and recycle 100% of soda cans and plastic bottles by 2030 [7]. In China, Coca-Cola ran its “VenCycling”
program. VenCycling is a compound word of vending machine and recycling that allows consumers to
recycle through vending machines. Consumers can earn points by recycling, which they can then use
to send e-vouchers to friends or to purchase items made from recycled plastic [8]. Similarly, Hyundai
Motor Group conducted a gift car campaign to present cars to underprivileged families when web
posts received more than 100 consumer comments. This is an example of CSR activities based on active
communication with consumers [9]. In addition, Walmart and Sam’s Club adopted the “Fight Hunger.
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Spark Change” campaign, which sponsors hungry children based on consumer participation, thereby
raising consumer awareness of social issues [10].

Although companies are encouraging consumer participation in their CSR activities in several
ways, there is a lack of academic interest in this area [11]. In particular, while companies are asking
consumers for different levels of participation effort, it is difficult to find out which level of participation
effort is the most appropriate for successful CSR [12]. Previous study shows that the required effort has
both positive and negative effects on consumer responses [11]. According to Howie et al. [11], efforts
required for consumers may be perceived as benefits such as happiness and self-esteem enhancement
or as costs such as physical effort and cognitive dissonance. However, they focused mainly on the
negative impacts of the effort, and did not empirically examine when the effort was considered positive
or negative. As a result, previous studies do not provide clear guidelines for setting an effective level
of effort for companies. To provide more meaningful and practical guidelines, this study examines the
effect of the required level of participation effort on consumers’ CSR participation intention.

Previous studies show that consumer effort and monetary contributions to CSR may be perceived
as providing benefits or as imposing related costs. The perceived benefits relate to the altruistic
emotion that comes from pro-social behavior. Consumers view themselves as good people by helping
others and experience happiness. The perceived costs, on the other hand, are associated with the
non-monetary/monetary losses required for pro-social behavior. The costs incurred in participating
in the CSR make consumers experience dissonance and reduce participation costs [11,13]. Based on
previous findings, we suggest two opposing roles of CSR participation: the provision of benefits such
as a warm glow feeling and monetary or non-monetary costs.

Furthermore, this study also introduces a moderating variable that can influence consumer’s
reaction to the required participation effort. Specifically, we adopt construal level theory which is
related to the way people interpret objects or events to examine when and how participation effort
activates each role of warm glow or costs. Prior research [14,15] from the construal-level perspective
demonstrates that high construal levels allow consumers to concentrate on benefits such as the purpose
or value of the behavior and the quality of the target, while low construal level induces consumers to
focus on the means of behavior, feasibility, and the costs associated with obtaining the target. Thus, we
focus on the difference in consumer perception by construal level type in the context of participation
in CSR. Specifically, we expect people with high construal level to perceive participation efforts as
providing a warm glow, but those with low construal level to recognize participation efforts as costs.

The purpose of this study is to investigate how the participation effort required by CSR is perceived
by consumers and to examine factors affecting the participation intention. Specifically, first, we examine
the effect of participation efforts in CSR on consumer responses. Although participation effort has
positive and negative sides, prior studies do not fully clarify the role of participation effort. We present
two opposing roles of participation effort: providing warm glow and incurring costs. In other words,
we investigate the mechanism of influence of the level of participation effort on CSR participation
intention. Second, we examine when and how the roles of participation efforts were activated by
studying the moderating role of construal level. We predict that high construal level makes consumers
feel warmer glow and increases their intention to participate in CSR, but low construal level makes
consumers perceive high costs and lower their intention. We expect that the results will extend extant
studies on CSR and provide effective practical implications for implementing CSR strategies using
consumer participation.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Theoretical Framework and Hypotheses

2.1.1. Consumer Participation in Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)

CSR is more than a company’s legal liability. It is the company’s voluntary pro-social activities to
achieve sustainable development [5]. Previous research suggests that a company’s CSR activities not
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only lead to positive product evaluations, brand evaluations, and purchase intention from consumers,
but also increase a company’s market value [16–18]. For example, Sen and Bhattacharya [19] show
that CSR activities have a positive impact on consumer evaluations of a company because CSR
activities increase their perceived congruence with the company. Perceived congruence strengthens as
consumers’ support for CSR activities increases. Luo and Bhattacharya [20] state that CSR activities
have a positive influence on consumer satisfaction and a company’s market value. Companies that
conduct social activities not only elicit positive responses from consumers, but also improve their
market performance by securing moral justification. The higher the company’s ability, such as product
quality or innovation capacity, the greater is the positive effect of CSR.

However, CSR activities can negatively affect consumer responses because consumers may doubt
the company’s motivation for CSR activities. Yoon et al. [18] show that when consumers perceive
a company’s CSR activities as hypocritical, their evaluations change more negatively than before
receiving CSR-related information. Yoo and Lee [21] also suggest that the impact of CSR on company
evaluation depends on the consumer’s perception of the CSR motivation. In other words, if consumers
think that the company conducts CSR activities for good reasons, then their evaluations are positive;
however, if they perceive the company’s motives negatively, then their evaluations toward the company
become negative. Thus, companies are now trying to find ways to elicit positive responses by reducing
consumer skepticism about the authenticity of its CSR activities.

Prior research suggests that consumer participation in CSR, which encourages consumer
engagement in CSR activities, can have a positive effect on consumer perceptions of corporate
motivations [22–24]. That is, consumer perceptions of the authenticity of the company performing the
activities is important for successful CSR [11,25]. Consumer participation in CSR allows them to feel
high authenticity and trust in corporate activities [24]. From the marketing perspective, companies
use consumer participation as an effective strategic tool to drive positive consumer responses. Prior
research demonstrates that companies can enhance satisfaction, trust, and loyalty by engaging
consumers in production process [4,22,26]. In addition, consumer participation in CSR can lead to
more positive responses by increasing their identification with the CSR activities compared to general
CSR activities [5,27]. In summary, consumer participation in public campaigns has positive effects
on their perceptions of the authenticity of the company’s activities. According to previous studies,
transparency is one of the most important factors influencing consumer’s perception of authenticity
about corporate activities [28]. In other words, in order to raise consumers’ awareness of authenticity,
clear and sufficient information regarding the decision-making process of the company should be
provided to consumers. At this time, consumer participation can make consumers committed to the
company’s decision making process by increasing transparency and authenticity [28]. Thus, consumers
who participate in CSR truly believe in and do not doubt corporate motivation for CSR activities. As a
result, consumers have positive evaluations and commitment toward the companies.

2.1.2. Level of Participation Effort

Participation effort refers to the degree to which consumers put efforts and resources into a
production process [26]. Following prior works, we define participation effort as the degree of effort
and resource input required from consumers to participate in companies’ CSR activities. The required
participation effort is an important variable that influences consumers’ participation intention in CSR
and their perception of CSR motivation [11,13]. However, previous studies reveal both positive and
negative effects of participation effort on consumer responses because customers can perceive two
opposing meanings: a warm glow feeling or a cost [11,13]. Warm glow refers to the moral satisfaction
that consumers earn from carrying out pro-social behaviors, such as CSR participation, or by making
donations [29–31], while the perceived costs represent the monetary and non-monetary costs such as
money, time, and effort required to participate in CSR activities [32–34].

Previous studies identify a differential effect of perceived warm glow and costs on consumers’
participation intention, depending on the level of consumer participation. Habel et al. [13] find that if
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consumers perceive the level of effort required to participate in CSR as warm glow, then they think
that their pro-social behaviors can contribute to society. Consequently, the higher the level of effort, the
more positive the consumers’ response to CSR. However, if consumers perceive the level of effort as a
cost, then they recognize their participation as a sacrifice and react negatively to CSR. Similarly, Howie
et al. [11] suggest that consumers have positive CSR participation intention if they perceive that the
effort required for CSR participation as benefits, such as warm glow, whereas they have a negative
intention to participate if they construed the effort as costs.

Therefore, it is important for companies to understand whether customers construe the required
participation effort as a warm glow feeling or costs for successful CSR. In this study, we examine this
differing effect in terms of the construal level.

2.1.3. Construal Level

According to construal level theory, people interpret events differently and make dissimilar
decisions depending on their (high or low) construal level [35,36]. Specifically, the people with a high
construal level have abstract, global, and primary thinking (i.e., thinking about the central aspects)
focused on events, while those with a low construal level interpret events through specific, local, and
secondary thinking (i.e., thinking about the incidental aspects) [35,36].

The difference in construal level also affects how people view their goals. We can classify goals
by desirability and feasibility [14,15]. Desirability refers to the value of the goal; that is, the reason to
achieve the goal, and it is related to the high construal level. Such individuals consider the “why” of
the behavior and what value they can gain by achieving the goal. In contrast, feasibility is related to
how easy the goal is to achieve and is related to the low construal level. Such individuals account for
how to act to achieve the goal [14,15]. For example, according to Hsee and Weber [37], the amount
of money earned by gambling may be regarded as the desirability aspect, which corresponds to the
goal and value of gambling, while the probability of obtaining it is related to the feasibility aspect,
which is the difficulty of obtaining the amount. Thus, when people choose one of the two alternatives
(e.g., [$800, 100%] vs. [$2000, 50%]), they choose the alternative with the highest probability of
acquisition ([$800, 100%]). However, when they predict others’ choices, they expect others to choose
the higher acquisition amount alternative ([$ 2000, 50%]). This is because people focus more on the
feasibility of their own choice, where social distance is near, but they are more likely to focus on
desirability when they predict the choices of others in which social distance is distant. In other words,
consumers with high construal tend to concentrate on what they obtain by gaining the objects or value
of the goal, while consumers with low construal tend to focus on how to achieve the goal or acquire
the objects. Indeed, Trope, Liberman, and Wakslak [38] show that the benefits or quality of product
acquisition relate to the high construal level, whereas the costs paid for the acquisition of a product
relate to the low construal level. Bornemann and Homburg [39] find differences in how people perceive
prices by their construal level. Specifically, people with high construal levels tend to value the benefits
they can ultimately gain through the product. Therefore, they are likely to perceive price as quality;
that is, the higher the price, the higher the perceived quality of the product. However, people with a
low construal level tend to value the monetary costs of buying or using the products. That is, they
perceive that the higher the price, the higher the monetary costs of the product.

Applying these prior findings to the context of CSR participation, we expect that consumers
with a higher construal level who focus on the goals or values of behavior will perceive higher a
warm glow feeling as the level of participation required increases. Therefore, they will have positive
CSR participation intention when participation requires a high amount of effort than when the effort
required is low. In contrast, we expect that consumers of low construal levels who focus on feasibility
in the acquisition process will perceive higher costs as the level of participation required increases,
and therefore have negative intentions to participate in CSR as the level of participation required
increases. Based on the above discussion, we propose the following hypotheses and present the
research framework in Figure 1.
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Hypothesis 1 (H1). (a) Consumers with high construal level will perceive higher warm glow when the required
level of CSR participation effort is high than when it is low. However, (b) for consumers with low construal level,
there will be no difference in warm glow according to the required level of CSR participation effort.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). (a) For consumers with high construal level, there will be no difference in perceived costs
according to the required level of CSR participation effort. However, (b) consumers with low construal level will
perceive higher costs when the required level of CSR participation effort is high than when it is low.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). (a) Consumers with high construal level will have more positive participation intention in
CSR when the required level of CSR participation effort is high than when it is low. However, (b) consumers
with low construal level will have more positive participation intention in CSR when the required level of CSR
participation effort is low than when it is high.

Hypothesis 4 (H4). Warm glow and perceived costs mediate the effects of the required level of participation
effort and construal level on CSR participation.
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2.2. Methodology

2.2.1. Data Collection and Sample

We recruited 107 U.S. residents from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) in exchange for
monetary compensation and assigned each participant randomly to each of the four conditions.
According to previous studies, participants recruited by MTurk are demographically diverse and
representative [40,41] than samples collected by traditional methods or the Internet. Prior studies
mentioned MTurk as an appropriate tool for conducting psychology and social sciences research.
We conducted the surveys on 12 August 2019 and 18 August 2019. After deleting 4 participants
with missing information, we used 103 for the analysis. The sample size for each group was 25–27.
The participants included 59 males (57.3%) with an average age of 36.68 (SD = 10.73, range = 20–67)
(Table 1). Although the size of the sample used in the experiment is rather small, this size exceeds the
standard quantity suggested in the previous study (15–20 subjects per independent variable) [42]. Thus,
sample size is sufficient for analysis in this study, and issues related to sample size are mitigated [43].
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Table 1. Sample characteristics.

Characteristics N %

Gender Male 59 57.3%
Female 44 42.7%

Age

20–29 33 32.0%
30–39 38 36.9%
40–49 17 16.5%
50–59 10 9.7%
≥60 5 4.9%

2.2.2. Development of Experimental Stimuli

We conducted a pretest with 42 participants to determine the level of participation effort, which
we manipulated with the required number of accessing applications based on prior research [11].
We set the required number of accessing applications for the low participation effort condition as
1 and set it as 20 for the high participation effort condition. The scenario was presented to the
participants, who were asked to respond to the required participation effort for campaign participation.
We measured participation effort on a 7-point Likert scale for a single item (I need to put a lot of
effort into participating in this campaign), as in existing studies [44]. Participants perceived a high
participation effort for the 20 connections condition (M = 5.36) compared to the 1 connection condition
(M = 3.90; t = 2.506, p < 0.05). Thus, the results of the pretest indicate that the manipulation of high/low
participation effort was successful.

2.2.3. Methods

We used a 2 (CSR participation effort: high vs. low) × 2 (construal level: high vs. low)
between-subject factorial design. The subjects who participated in the experiment performed two
different tasks. First, they performed a construal level related task. We primed the participants’
construal level following methods used in prior research [45,46]. Specifically, we presented participants
with a specific set of words (e.g., dog, singer, king, pasta, etc.) and asked them to associate different
words according to construal level priming conditions. In the high construal level condition, participants
were asked to write down the words that corresponded to the superordinate categories of suggested
words. For example, when the word “dog” is presented, participants associate and write words such as
“pet”, the upper category of dog. On the other hand, in the low construal level condition, participants
were asked to write down the words that correspond to the sub-examples of the words presented.
For example, when the word “dog” is presented, they associate and write words such as “poodle”,
the sub-exemplar of dog. After the task, participants responded to manipulation check items about the
construal level, which we performed using a Behavioral Intention Form (BIF) [47]. The BIF consists of
25 items. Each item consists of an action and two descriptions of the action. The purpose of action
(e.g., locking a door) is related to the high construal level (e.g., locking the house) and the process is
related to the low construal level (e.g., putting a key in the lock). We asked participants to select a
description that they judged appropriate for the suggested action. We coded zero when participants
selected the goal description and one when they chose the process description. The BIF scores range
from 0–25 with high scores representing high construal levels, and vice versa.

Next, we exposed participants to the stimulus containing the participation effort. The experimental
stimulus (see Appendix A) contains a message that they can donate to children from low-income
families by accessing the application (1 connection vs. 20 connections). Afterwards, participants
responded to questions related to the perceived effort (manipulation check items for participation
effort), warm glow feeling, perceived costs, and participation intention. Finally, the participants
completed the demographic questions.
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2.2.4. Measures

As mentioned earlier, we measured construal level using a BIF consisting of 25 items based on
prior studies [47].

The level of participation effort refers to the degree of effort required to participate in the campaign,
which we measured using three items (Cronbach’s α = 0.930) adopted from Xia et al. [44]. We measured
warm glow feeling with five items (Cronbach’s α = 0.942) based on Apaolaza and D’Souza [48] and
Västfjäll, Slovic, and Mayorga [49]. We measured perceived costs with two items (Cronbach’s α = 0.922)
based on Bridger and Wood [50]. Participant intention is the intention to participate in the CSR
campaign, which we measured using four items (Cronbach’s α = 0.917) suggested in prior research [51].
We measured all items on a 7-point Likert-type scale ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly
agree.” Table 2 lists the survey items used to measure the variables.

Table 2. Variables and measurement items.

Variables Measure Items Cronbach’s Alpha

Participation effort

I need to put a lot of effort into participating in this
campaign.

0.930
I have to spend a lot of effort in participating in this

campaign.

I feel that I spent a lot of effort in trying to participate in
this campaign.

Warm glow

If I participate in this campaign, I will experience a warm
glow feeling.

0.942

Participating in this campaign gives me a pleasant
feeling of personal satisfaction.

If I participate in this campaign, I will feel happy
contributing to society.

If I participate in this campaign, I will feel pleased to be
doing well for our society.

Participating in this campaign makes me feel satisfied,
giving something back to society.

Perceived costs

I have to spend a lot of resources (in terms of
monetary/nonmonetary sacrifice, including time or

money) to participate in this campaign.
0.922

Participating in this campaign is very demanding for me
(e.g., sacrifice of time or money).

Corporate social
responsibility (CSR)

participation intention

I think this campaign is a good idea.

0.917
I would be willing to participate in this campaign.

It is likely that I would contribute to this cause by getting
involved in this campaign.

I would consider participating this campaign in order to
help children.

3. Results

3.1. Manipulation Check

The analysis of variance (ANOVA) test with the BIF score as the dependent variable revealed a
significant effect of construal level (F = 6.206, p < 0.05). The BIF score was higher for the high construal
level participants (M = 16.04) than for the low construal level participants (M = 13.46). The effects
of the other variables were not significant (all, p > 0.1). The ANOVA results with perceived effort
as the dependent variable show a significant main effect of participation level (F = 12.031, p < 0.01).
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Participants in the high participation condition (M = 4.51) reported that they needed more effort
to participate in the campaign compared with those in the low participation condition (M = 3.41).
The influence of the other variables on the perceived effort was not significant (all, p > 0.1). Therefore,
the manipulation of construal level and participation effort was successful.

3.2. Model 1: Participation Effort on Warm Glow and Costs, the Moderating Role of Construal Level

The ANOVA results indicate no significant main effects of CSR participation effort and construal
level on warm glow feeling (all, p > 0.1) (see Table 3). However, the two-way interaction between
participation effort and construal level is significant (F = 7.787, p < 0.01). The follow-up planned
contrasts analysis reveals no significant difference in warm glow by the level of CSR participation
effort (high vs. low participation effort: 4.55 vs. 4.88; F = 0.920, p > 0.1) for participants with low
construal levels. However, participants with high construal levels felt more warm glow when the
participation effort was high (M = 5.43) than when participation effort was low (M = 4.38; F = 8.868,
p < 0.01) (see Figure 2). Thus, the results support Hypothesis 1.

The ANOVA results for perceived costs show a significant main effect of participation effort
(F = 14.082, p < 0.001) (see Table 4), indicating that participants perceived higher costs of CSR
participation when the level of required effort was high (M = 4.75) than when it was low (M = 3.59).
However, the effect of construal level was not statistically significant (F = 0.617, p > 0.1). More
interestingly, the two-way interaction between participation effort and construal level was significant
(F = 7.787, p < 0.01). The follow-up contrast analysis shows that the perceived costs of participation
effort was not significant for high construal level participants (high vs. low participation effort:
4.46 vs. 4.02; F = 1.008, p > 0.1). Low construal level participants, on the other hand, perceived higher
CSR participation costs when participation effort was high (M = 5.02) than when it was low (M = 3.14;
F = 18.647, p < 0.001) (see Figure 2). These results support Hypothesis 2.

Table 3. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) results: warm glow.

SS D.F MSS F Sig

Participation effort (A) 3.257 1 3.257 2.074 0.153
Construal level (B) 0.970 1 0.970 0.617 0.434

A × B 12.231 1 12.231 7.787 0.006
error 155.488 99 1.571

Table 4. ANOVA results: perceived costs.

SS D.F MSS F Sig

Participation effort (A) 34.593 1 34.593 14.082 0.000
Construal level (B) 0.661 1 0.661 0.269 0.605

A × B 13.294 1 13.294 5.411 0.022
error 243.201 99 2.457
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3.3. Model 2: Participation Effort on Participation Intention, the Moderating Role of Construal Level

The ANOVA results for the effect of participation effort and construal level on CSR participation
intention indicates a marginally significant main effect of construal level (high vs. low construal
level: 4.88 vs. 4.42; F = 3.470, p = 0.065) (see Table 5). More importantly, we found a significant
two-way interaction between the participation effort and construal level variables (F = 11.601, p < 0.05).
The contrast analysis shows that participation intention for participants with high construal level
was more positive when the required CSR participation effort was high (M = 5.32) than when it was
low (M = 4.46; F = 6.070, p < 0.05. In contrast, participation intention was more positive when the
participation effort was low (M = 4.84) than when it was high (M = 4.03; F = 5.535, p < 0.05) for
participants with low construal level (see Figure 3). These results also support Hypothesis 3.

Table 5. ANOVA results: participation intention.

SS D.F MSS F Sig

Participation effort (A) 0.014 1 0.014 0.009 0.925
Construal level (B) 5.370 1 5.370 3.470 0.065

A × B 17.950 1 17.950 11.601 0.001
error 153.178 99 1.547
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3.4. Model 3: Participation Effort and Participation Intention, the Mediating Role of Warm Glow and Perceived
Costs, and the Moderating Role of Construal Level

We performed a bootstrap analysis with 10,000 resamples for the mediation analysis (model 4 in
PROCESS macro; see Table 6) [52,53]. First, in the high construal level condition, we find a significant
indirect effect via warm glow (participation effort→warm glow→ participation intention; indirect
effect = 0.72, 95% confidence interval (CI): 0.2646 ~ 1.4348). The indirect effect via perceived costs
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(participation effort→perceived costs→ participation intention) was not significant (indirect effect
= 0.00, 95% CI: −0.0814 ~ 0.1701). Second, in the low construal level condition, the indirect effect
via perceived costs (participation effort→ perceived costs→ participation intention) was significant
(indirect effect = −0.62, 95% CI: −1.2355 ~ −0.2573), whereas the indirect effect via warm glow (indirect
effect = −0.18, 95% CI: −0.7567 ~ 0.1893) was insignificant (participation effort → warm glow →
participation intention).

These results mean that consumers with high construal levels show positive (negative) CSR
participation intention by warm glow (costs) rather than costs (warm glow). This means that
Hypothesis 4 is supported.

Table 6. Mediation analysis results.

High-Level Construal

IV → MV → DV →
Indirect

Effect 95% CI

Participation
effort

Warm
glow

Participation
intention

0.72 0.2646 ~ 1.4348

Perceived
costs 0.01 −0.0814 ~ 0.1701

Low-LevelConstrual

Participation
effort

Warm
glow

Participation
intention

−0.18 −0.7567 ~ 0.1893

Perceived
costs −0.62 −1.2355 ~ −0.2573

Note: IV = independent variable; MV = mediate variables; DV = dependent variable; CI = confidence interval.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

4.1. Summary of Findings and Implications

Interest in consumer participation in CSR activities is increasing. It is becoming more important to
examine consumers’ required effort level to participate in CSR activities for more successful CSR. This
study investigates the effects of required participation effort on CSR participation and the moderating
role of construal level in this relationship. In addition, we examine the mediating role of warm glow
and perceived costs. Our results from the experiments empirically support the proposed model and
hypotheses, and lead to several important findings.

We find that consumers’ participation effort in CSR has two roles: to provide warm glow and to
impose perceived costs. Consumer participation intention was significantly different depending on
the role they perceive in their participation efforts. In addition, we demonstrate that construal level
influences the role of the perceived participation efforts. Specifically, a high construal level caused
consumers to perceive the participation effort as warm glow. Thus, the higher the level of participation
effort required from consumers in the CSR campaign, the more positive the intention to participate in
CSR. In contrast, consumers with low construal level perceived the participation efforts as costs; that is,
as the participation effort increased, their intention to participate decreased. These results support all
hypotheses (H1–H4).

This study has several academic implications. First, although many companies are engaging
consumers in their social activities, there is a lack of related research. We contribute to CSR and
consumer participation research by examining the role of participation effort on consumers’ responses
to CSR. For consumers with high construal level, warm glow mediates the effect of participation
effort on participation intention, while for those with low construal level, perceived costs mediate
the effect. These findings are in line with Howie et al. [12], who suggest that participation effort has
both positive and negative impacts. However, we extend Howie et al. [12] by directly examining the
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mediating effects of warm glow and costs, thereby revealing the mechanism of participation effort.
Finally, we confirm when consumers perceive participation effort as warm glow or a cost; that is,
we find the moderating effect of construal level. Previous studies show that construal level affects
consumer perceptions of gains and losses [36] or perceptions of price information [37]. Additionally,
we demonstrate the strong influence of construal level on consumer perceptions of participation in
CSR. In other words, we extend construal level theory by applying it to the CSR domain.

This study also has several practical implications. First, the results suggest that companies should
reflect the target consumer’s characteristics when designing the level of required participation effort.
Consumers do not always have similar psychological responses to the same required participation
effort. If the target consumer perceives the level of participation effort in the campaign as a cost,
it will have a negative impact on their perceptions of the campaign. Therefore, marketers need to
consider the characteristics of the target consumers of the campaign when determining the degree of
consumer participation in CSR activities. The level of participation effort is considered to be a relatively
easy variable to control compared to other marketing variables related to CSR activities. Second,
if companies want to increase consumers’ participation effort levels in CSR activities, they should
activate a higher construal level among them; that is, companies’ strategies should focus on activating
construal levels at a higher level so consumers focus on the warm glow feeling rather than the costs.
Third, previous research shows that not only psychological distances such as temporal, spatial, and
social distance, but also variables such as mood [54] and self-construal [55] influence construal level.
In other words, consumer’s construal levels tend to be higher when psychological distance is far, they
have a positive mood, and when their self-construal is independent. Based on the results of this study
and previous studies, companies can develop various strategies to improve their CSR campaigns.

4.2. Limitations and Future Research

This study has several limitations that future studies can address. First, this study presented the
level of participation effort in CSR to participants via access through a mobile application. However,
companies actually encourage consumer participation in CSR campaigns in a variety of ways. For
example, Seoul Metro and a private hospital jointly launched a CSR campaign to engage consumers
by conducting CSR campaigns such that donations to vulnerable groups occur automatically when
citizens use stairs in certain areas [56]. Therefore, future studies would be needed to adopt various
types of CSR participation such as, walking, recycling, commenting in addition to clicking, to generalize
our findings.

Another limitation of this study is that it measures behavioral intention, not actual behavior.
Future research needs to investigate actual participation behavior instead of behavioral intention.

Third, support for low-income children used as a stimulus in this study is CSR activities related
to the social cause. Since companies are implementing various CSR activities [19,57,58] in different
fields, future research is needed to replicate the results of this study using other types of CSR
campaigns, such as environmental protection, animal protection and cultural property preservation as
experimental stimuli.

Finally, this study demonstrates that consumers can perceive their participation in CSR as either
providing warm glow or incurring costs, and that this perception depends on their construal level.
We focused on the mechanisms of consumer participation and the moderating role of variables in their
perceptions. Based on these findings, we expect that future studies can adopt a different perspective.
For example, the results of this study show that consumer perceptions of costs are negatively related
to their participation intention. Future studies that examine the factors that could lower consumer
perceptions of costs would provide companies with more practical implications.
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